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HyperNews, a Hypermedia 
Electronic-Newspaper Environment 

Based on Agents1 

Jean-Henry Morin 

Abstract 
The HypcrNews project aims at developing a hypermedia electronic newspaper system, 
based on agent technology. that will help the reader~ reduce time spent searching for rel-
evant information and enable information providers to commercialize hypermedia elec-
tronic news articles in u:m1s similar to those of printed newspapers. Tue systl!m enforces 
eopynght control and payment on a ··pay per use" basis. More1.>vcr. MyperNews will es-
tablish intra- and cross-newspapcr hypcrlinks according to the interests of the reader and 
present the information consumer a personalized hyp1mnedia electronic newspaper 
through a Java-based World-Wide Web browser. The infom1ation consumers and pro-
viders run an agent execution platform on which the different components of the Hyper-
News sys(em execute il$ software agents. The mobile agents are used to encapsulate the 
data in HyperNews anicle agents and to update specific solhvare agents bound to the in-
fonnation providers. The resulting article agents can be distribuLed and duplicared at will 
since the access to the content is bound to the payment. 

1 Introduction 

As part of the MEDIA project [1], the HyperNews (Hypermedia Electronic Newspaper) project 
aims al developing an electronic newspaper environmem based on agent technology also called 
mobile object systems[2](3]. This environment will offer the information providers of newspa-
pers, magazines and alike the means to commercialize electronically the information they hold, 
under similar conditions as the printed versions. Namely, HyperNews will enforce copyright 
control (4)[5)(6) and revenue collection. Moreover, it will offer the infonnation consumers the 
means to reduce the time spent in retrieving the information for which they have expressed in-
terest without being tied to a specific infonnation provider. HyperNews offers the infonnation 
consumer an interface to an electronic newspaper system which is both vendor i11dependen1 and 
customized according to his needs[7]. 

The MIT Media Laboratory has developed an electronic newspaper system called Fishwrap 
[8][9] used by the MIT community since 1993. Jt is probably the most re.levan! related work in 
this field. It aims at combining individuals personal information needs wilh the need 10 be in-
formed on general issues. The Fishwrap system manages the users profiles that can be updated 
by feedback. The system however has a major limitation in that it is a centralized system to 
which information must be sent before dissemination. 

1. This work was .mpported by the Swiss National Science Foundation with the SPP-ICS 1996-1998 
projeCJ "HyperNews .. (project nr1111ber 5003-045333). 
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From the infonualiuu cuusumer's viewpoint, the mam idea 1s to provide him with the 
means to create his own electronic newspHpers customized according to his infonuation i11le1·ests 
as well as a structure and layout he has specified. A Java enabled World-Wide Web[ JO] browser 
can be used as an electronic·newspaper interface to retrieve and read electronic news. The user 
defines and can manages as many electronic newspapers as he needs (e.g., work, private, etc.). 
For each one of them, he specifies his information interests from the classification of the various 
information providers from which information is requested (e.g., the finance section from the 
one provider, the sport section from an other and anything about the O.J. Simpson trial fi-om a 
third one). In addition, he can specify the general structure of his electronic newspapers (e.g., a 
tree like structure with a main page and a set of sections and subsections) as well as the content 
of these structure elements. Moreover, the user can choose to be notified upon availability of in-
formation updates if such services are offered. 

The information provider's HyperNews environment offers the means to publish Hyper-
News articles packaged in agents. The article content is in html formal and holds also the em-
bedded elements such as images, sounds, applets, hyperlinks to the Web as well as hyperlinks 
to other HyperNews articles (e.g., historical evolution). It is then assigned a classification iden-
tifier, price. title, author, abstract, etc. (i.e., anything depending on the policy of the information 
provider). The whole content is encrypted in the article agent. We have designed a scheme for 
the commercial distribution of electronic documents that enforces copyright control and pay-
ment at the time the information is accessed for reading [11]. The articles are encapsulated in 
software agents together with the code for releasing and protecting their content. The scheme is 
based on public key encryption and requires a trusted third party, which may be a bank, a credit 
institution, etc. Both parties trust the credit institution to authorize the unlocking of the article 
against payment from the information consumer. Upon successful payment the article key is re-
leased and a nominative receipt is given to the information consumer for subsequent access. The 
scheme satisfies the security and distribution requirements of the HyperNews system. Namely, 
articles are paid on a usage basis, can be held and distributed freely and can be accessed subse-
quently through a proof of purchase. Moreover, it offers the information providers the means to 
protect their copyrights, intellectual property and to collect revenue from their electronic pub-
lishing activity. 

The most important idea of an environment such as HyperNews is that there is no central 
authority. Information consumers and providers are inherently distributed and fully independent 
while their needs and requirements are accounted for. 

In this paper we present an architecture for the HyperNews system based on agent technol-
ogy. Section 2 presents the general layered architecture of the HyperNews system. Section 3 de-
scribes the agent system we have chosen to use. Section 4 presents the HyperNews core envi-
ronment. Section 5 presents the HyperNews application components and tools. Finally Section 
6 presents some concluding remarks and future work directions. 
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2 Architecture of the HyperNews System 

In order to gather experience and gain knowledge of the field, we have implemented a first pro-
totype of the HyperNews system very early in the project. It served as a proof of concept for the 
initial discussions with our partner the publisher "L 'Hebdo"[l2]. lL also helped identify the is-
sues and the requirements for an electronic newspaper system based on agents [13). The proto-
type included a full environment for the information consumer and a very restricted publishing 
tool for the information provider. A fake electronic wallet was implemented in order to show the 
commercial aspect of the project. A number of tools were implemented tu manage the informa-
tion interests of the user and the layout of the electronic newspaper. This prototype suffered 
however from major limitations due to its rapid development and early stage in the project. 
Namely, no agent infrastructure was used, all the communications were done through stream 
sockets and no security scheme was considered. Based on this work, we have designed and are 
currently implementing a second HyperNews prototype which architecture is described in this 
paper. It is based on the Java language (14] (15]. 

The whole agent based HyperNews system is composed of three layers shown graphically 
in Figure 1. The lowest gray shaded layer is the agent layer representing the underlying agent 
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Figure 1 Layered representation of the HyperNews architecture 

I 

infrastrucrure over which the HyperNews system is implemented. The second layer, the core en-
vironment, is the basic building block of the HyperNews system. It enables the safe and secure 
distribution and excbange of electronic documents (i.e., Hyper News artic les). The top layer, the 
HyperNews application layer, implements the various tools and applications bound to the Hy-
perNews system. These tools are the interface to the users. This layer has two components de-
pending on the role played by the user, either as an information consumer or as an information 
provider. 

The layered approach offers the advantage of a clear separation between the HyperNews 
application and the core environment enabling the commercial exchange of electronic docu-
ments. Such an approach leads to a framework for the electronic publish.ing field offering a com-
mon underlying infrastructure to different classes of electronic publishing applications including 
electronic newspaper systems, digital libraries and other value added electronic publishing ser-
vices. These can be considered as classes of applications sharing many common characteristics 
such as copyright protection, revenue collection and security among the major. 
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3 The Underlying Agent Execuliun Platform 

Mole [16) is a Java based agent system designed and implen'lented at the Instirute of Parallel and 
Distributed High-Performance Systems (lPVR) of the University of Stuttgart. A central notion 
of the Mole system is Location. Locations represent the places where agents are created and ex-
ecuted. Agents migrate between locauons. All the locations together represem the agent system 
as a whole, thus enabling the necessary abstraction of an agent system. The agent environment 
targets to offer a first level of security in terms of authentication of communicating parties and 
guaranteeing that the software agents have not been tampered with while migrating. Mole offers 
two types of agents: user agents and .1:vstem agems. 

User Agents are granted very limited rights to undertake any action in the system and no 
rights to act outside the agent system unles$ they acquire prior authorization from system agents. 
User agents can communicate with other agents, migrate and create new user agents. 

System Agents have more privileges than user agents. They are intended to be used as an 
interface to system resources outside the agent system (i .e .. database, file system. etc.). These 
agents must be loaded at platform start-up time, they exist throughout the platform lifetime and 
they can not migrate to other platforms. 

Mobility in Mole can be achieved in two ways: by remote execution and by migration. As 
stated in [ 16] : "Remote execution is a rather simple mechanism. An agent is transferred to the 
desired location where it is activated and executed. This can be done in two ways: (i) the pro-
gram code is transferred to the destination location and there, a new agent is created and started 
directly, (ii) a new agent is created at the source location but not started. It migrates inunediately 
to the destination lo.cation and is staned there." Migration involves stopping an already nmning 
agent and sending it to the remote location to resume its execution. Although the mobility by 
remote execution has been fully implemented in Mole. the mobility by migration is not yet fully 
operational. This is due to the problems encountered in stopping threads while they are execut-
ing, transporting their state and resuming their execution remotely. 

Inter agent communication in Mole can be achieved in two different ways: remote proce-
dure call (RPC) and message passing. Remote procedure call is a synchronous communication 
mechanism which implements a method call to an agent either on a local or a remote location. 
Message passing can be both synchronous or asynchronous, and allows transfer of messages be-
tween agents. 

4 The HyperNews Core Environment 

The agent execution platform can be decomposed into three main areas for holding agents de-
pending on their privileges and roles: the Hyper News entrypoint area, the Hyper News restricted 
area and the HyperNews system area. These areas are defined in order to handle efficiently the 
security requirements of the system. 

The general idea is that any incoming or outgoing agent must first pass through an entry-
point area before it is granted either access rights or clearance for leaving. Once a foreign agent 
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has been granted access rights, it resides in the HyperNews res1ric1ed area. ln tbe restric1ed area 
an agent ls no1allowed10 undertake any action on his own behalJ'wilhout having acquired prior 
authorization from an agen1 residing on the HyperNews l:)lstem area. Foreign agents can never 
reside into the HyperNews system area. Finally, all user interaction and local system resources 
are managed by agents that reside in the HyperNews system area. Figure 2 illustrates the com-
plete HyperNews architecture. 
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Figure 2 The architecture of the HyperNews system based on agents 

4.1 The HyperNews Entrypoint Area 

\ 

Although security is taken into account at the agent platform level, another level of security 
needs to be introduced from the HyperNews sysrem point of view to enforce application level 
security policies. The HyperNews system will provide mechanisms to master and control agent 
traffic between the platform and the outer world. This is done by introducing the HyperNews 
entrypoint area. The role of this area is to be a placeholder of incoming and outgoing agents be-
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fore they acquire authorization for either entering or \coving the vlalfurm. In addition, this area 
holds a unique system agent: the access-control agent. 

The access-comrol agent has high pri\tileges on the platform. It provides at tile HyperNews 
level the equivalent of a }ire-wall in order to have total control over incoming and outgoing 
agents. This is the second level of security ensuring that agents are idenu tied aJJd registered as 
"allowed to migrate". Any incoming agent, upon arrival on the platform. has to csmblisb contact 
with the access-control agent. The access-control agent checks whether the newly arrived agent 
is authorized to enter according to the local access control scheme. In the event of rejection of 
authorization the incoming agent can be either destroyed or returned to its sender. The former 
case would probably the best solution since sending back a denied agent to its source is an im-
portant information which we probably don't want to give. However if the foreign incoming 
agent acquires the right to stay it is granted only the privileges corresponding to its role on the 
system and it is placed in the HyperNews restricted area. The HyperNews system agent (the lo-
cal HyperNews server agent) in charge of handling thnt arrival event is notified. Likewise, any 
outgoing agenl must also contact the access-control agent in order lo be granted the right to leave 
the platform. All the agent traffic can be monitored, traced and logged by the access-control 
agent. 

4.2 The HyperNews Restricted Area 

The HyperNews restricted area, is the placeholder for all the foreign user agents when graiued 
access rights. The user agents bave restricted rights and most of the actions they tmdenake have 
to be accepted or processed by HyperNcws system agents. A common characteristic of the user 
agents is that they all reside in the HyperNews restricted area since they are considered foreign 
agents. We have four user agents: the information provider proxy agents, the Hyper News article 
agents, the default proxy agent and the proxy-update agent. 

The information provider proxy agent acts as a local representative of the information pro-
vider on the user's host. It handles all the interactions between the local consumer and the remote 
provider. It also handles the interaction with the local HyperNews articles of the provider it rep-
resents. It is installed when a user requests information for the first time from an information 
provider. However it is not mandatory and when the proxy agent ofa given information provider 
is not found, its role is undertaken by the default-proxy agent (presented below). For example 
when receiving a forwarded article, the corresponding information provider proxy agent might 
not exist locally. The user can request an information provider proxy agent at a later time. This 
agent stays on the users platform. It can be updated by the information provider who owns it, 
through a proxy-update agent. It communicates with the HyperNews proxy-manager system 
agent and the article agents it owns (i.e., belon,ging to tbe same information provider) to retrieve 
article information (i.e., price, title, author, e1c.), artic]e crypted key or content. 

The HyperNews article agent is the wrapper of two elements: the article content (i.e., the 
raw material) and the code defining the behavior to access this content. The article is encapsu-
lated in an agent both for security reasons and for distribution convenience. When the article 
agent is unable to find its local information provider proxy agent, the default proxy agent takes 
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care of interacting with that orphan HyperNews article. Article agents, can be freely copied, for-
warded and held since content access is bound to successful payment. 

The default-proxy agent is the universal information provider proxy agent. It replaces any 
unavailable information provider proxy agent on the information consumer's system for inter-
acting with orphan article agents. For example, when receiving a forwarded article, the issuing 
information provider of that article can be unknown. In such a case, the default proxy agent will 
be able to undertake the role of the missing proxy agent to interact with the orphan article agent. 

The proxy-update agent is used by information providers to update their proxy agents re-
siding on the hosts ofinfonnation consumers. For example, when a new release of the informa-
tion provider proxy agent is issued, the proxy-update agent is used to undertake the upgrade pro-
cess. 

4.3 The HyperNews System Area 

The flyperNews system area holds the remaiDfog Hyper News system agents. Namely. the age111-
ma11ager agent, !he pro.\'y-111a11agerage111. tbe electronic-commerce age111. theswrage agenl. the 
local flyperNews server agem, the HyperNews GUI ppplicatio11 age111 and lhe small-httpd 
agent. The characteristic of agents belonging to this area is that they are system agents and as 
such they have access io system resources outside the platform and HyperNews resources on the 
platfom1. Moreover, due to their nature (i.e., system agents) they can not migrate. The system 
agents that lie in this area represent the core elements of the HyperNews system. 

The agent-manager agent is responsible for the management of all the agents of the agent 
execution platform. It is through this agent that other agents will be ei ther loaded from or saved 
to secondary storage, created, started, stopped, destroyed, etc. It will help monitor agents on the 
platform and the platform itself. This ageni can be contacted by any agent. Depending on Lhe 
type of1he contacting agent, different actions are available. For example, a HyperNews sysiem 
agent could requesl Lhal a particular user agent be terminated or a user agent might wani 10 re-
trieve information concerning its own execution. 

The proxy-manager ag1m1 is responsible for the control of all the actions that a foreign 
agent wants 10 undertake. For example, lhe arrival of a new or an update information provider 
pro.'J' age11111nd ils regis1ra1ion on 1be HyperNews system, a request for paymenl to open and 
decrypt 1he content of an article agent, lbc local storage and retrieval of HyperNcws article 
agents, the request for creating a user agent, any migration or communication request among 
other possible actions. 

The electronic-commerce agent is responsible for handling payments and other monetary 
transactions. It provides a unified interface to electronic payment independent of the underlying 
payment scheme used. fl can be contacted either by the proxy-manager age111 on behalf of the 
proxy-agent, or by the local-HyperNews-server agen1 for other commercial transactions (e.g., 
transaction logs. user account managemenl, eic.). This agent is the only one authorized to create 
an outgoing billing agent. To do so it communicates with the ac.cess-control age111 before the 
billing agent is granted the right to migrate. 
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The srnmgP agem is responsible for all the actions rcquiiiug a1.:t:t!SS LO a Storage system. It 
can be a database, a plain file system or even a caching system for HyperNews. This agent prn-
v1des a unified interface to data management. It can be contacted by any HyperNews system 
agent. If a user agent needs to access the storage system, it must do it through a system agent in 
order to acquire the right to do so. 

The loca/-HyperNews-server agent is the core element of the HyperNews system. It almost 
stands in the middle of everything that happens in the HyperNews environment. This agent is 
always contacted by the access-control agent upon arrival of any HyperNews related agents on 
the platform. It is the third level of security in the at:ceptance of foreign agents on the platform. 
This level ensures that the incoming agent corresponds to either a pending request or an identi-
fied and allowed action (e.g., information provider proxy-update agent). This agent also process-
es and dispatches if necessary, all the Hyper News requests issued through the Hyper News read-
er (i.e., the Web browser) or any other HyperNews GUI application agent residing on the plat-
form. 

The HyperNews GUf application agent implements all the GUI aspects ofHyperNews ex-
cept for the HyperNews reader which is a siandard Java enabled Web browser such a:; Netscape 
for example. Mainly, iL communicates with the loca l 1-lyperNews server agent. the storage agent 
and wi th the user direct ly. Examples ofHyperNews GU I application agents are profile manag-
ers, user information update notifiers, HyperNews data warehouse managers, electronic wallet 
user interface among others which are described in the next section. 

The sma/1-httpd agent implements a local reduced web server in order to process all the Hy-
perNews requests issued by the local HyperNews user. This server is only contacted by the web 
browser when HyperNews links are selected. Other Web links go directly to the Internet. 

5 The HyperNews Application Components and Tools 

Given the core environment described above and the distribution scheme, we now consider the 
specific HyperNews tools and application with respect to both the information consumer and 
provider. The HyperNews GUI application system agent will be used and derived in order to im-
plement the different HyperNews tools. As such, they will run as system agents in the Hyper-
News system area. 

5.1 The Information Consumer 

The basic needs of the information consumer is to be informed according to his specific interests 
using a personalized layout. The information consumer will receive the information via the net-
work. However, it is most probable his computer will not be connected all the time to the net-
work. The system has thus to provide means for dealing with off-line information consumers in 
case they requested to be notified when information updates are available. In the case where the 
user is part of an organization, the solution is rather straightforward: a local hypermedia news-
paper server buffers client data as they arrive. In the case of a stand-alone information consumer, 
the buffering will have to take place on a remote site (like for example the information provider 
or the service provider) until the information consumer restarts his machine. 
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In order for the user to manage his environment a number of tools are needed. These tools 
should allow the user to manage contexts of information (i.e., electronic newspapers), specify 
where information is to come from, what are his information interests (i.e., information profile), 
how the information is to be presented in terms of layout (i.e., presentation profile), to retrieve, 
manage and read the HyperNews articles through a hypermedia newspaper reading tool. The 
major tools are outlined below: 

The context manager tool provides the information consumer a way to manage the different 
information contexts according to his needs. For example, a user having a private context and a 
set of professional contexts might need to create new contexts, merge them into a new one or 
even to create a new one by tailoring an existing template context according to specific needs. 

The information profiler tool provides three components: the information source selector 
and manager, the classification browser and user defined if!formation interest selector and the 
if!formation profile builder and manager. The information source selector and manager. allows 
the user to select, add, remove and modify the users personal information source address direc-
tory. In other words, to manage where the information is to come from. It should offer the pos-
sibility to relrieve general information and pricing policies from a given information provider as 
well as general on-line subscription and registration possibilities. The class(/ii:ation browser and 
user defined i11formatio11 interest selector. allows the user to specify explicitly his information 
interests by browsing the classification and selecting the relevant sections, topics, subjects, key-
words etc. The information profile builder and manager finally, allows the user to generate, up-
date and merge the information profiles. 

The presentalion profiler tool is also composed of three elements: the structure editor, the 
abstract-i11/or111atio11 presemarion merger and the presentation profile builder and manager. 
The strucmre editor allows the user to define how the information is to be shnwn. For example, 
the structure of the presented information can be linear, tree based, cue card style, menu driven, 
etc. The abstract information presentation merger is more concerned about ''where to put what". 
It actually links together the information profile and the structure to build the wireframe of the 
hypermedia electronic newspaper ready for instantiation (i.e., retrieval). The presentation pro-
file builder and manager allows the user to generate, update and merge the presentation profiles. 

The HyperNews reader is the interface to tl1e hypenn.edia newspaper system. This tool 
should be as much as possible based on existing technology. Due Lo wide spread availability and 
plaifonn independence, the use of a Java enabled Web browser, such as Ne\scape, appears to be 
Lhe best solution. It offers many advantages like a standard rendering interface and formatting 
language (html [ l 7D, lhe abil itY 10 use in a transparent way through the same interface both the 
Web and the HyperNews system through the simple, yet powerful, http [ 18] communication pro· 
tocol. Moreover, the support for multimedia elements and Java based applets as article embed-
ded components is obtained for free. Figure 3 shows an example of the HyperNews reader pre-
senting a cnntainer page of a user's personal newspaper entitled work. The top frame contains a 
simple navigation applet. The bottom frame contains the set of articles relevant to the current 
page of the work context. Each entry displays the general information about their content (i.e., 
name of provider, title, author, date, price, etc.). The article hyperlinks when selected trigger the 
payment and reveal the article content as shown in Figure 4. The bottom navigation links allow 
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Figure 3 HyperNews article container page 

the user to navigate through the structure of the personal newspaper. The hyperlinks in the article 
content are regular Web URLs offering the user the possibility to access directly any referenced 
material. Although these figures are taken from our first prototype, they serve the purpose of 
showing the ideas of the HyperNews reader. 

The electronic wallet implements the user interface for commercial transactions and man-
agement with the financial and credit institutions. 
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Figure 4 HyperNews article example 

5.2 The Information Provider 

205 

The role of the information provider is to provide information consumers the information for 
which they have expressed interest. A major difference between consumers and providers is that 
the provider will have to be available at all times for client requests . This means that it will be 
his responsibility for buffering information updates in case the information consumer is not able 
to do it himself. 
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The information provider envimnment requirc:i u set vf tuuls in order to publish Hyper-
News articles over the network on a commercial basis. Three ma1or tools are 11nticipated for tl1is 
environme111. First. for creating and managing the publisher's information classification, second. 
for composing, packagmg and publishing HyperNews articles and third for allowing the inclu-
sion ofhyperlin.ks in the HyperNews anicles. 

The information classification builder tool and provider descripcion supports two modes: 
creation mode and update mode. In creation mode upon start-up it gathers general information 
about the information provider. the general pricing policy, revenue collection methods used. etc. 
It is also used to create the information classification which will be available to information con-
~umers to define the information profile bound to this specific information provider. In update 
mode, it is used whenever changes a.re made to the information classification thus leading to ap-
propriate nouficalion to the infonnation consumers for synchronizing classifications. 

The information composition and publishing tool has two main components: the composi-
tion browser and the information unit maker or packager. The composition browser is a brows-
ing-viewer style interface to the storage system (i.e. database, file system. etc ... ) allowing the 
publisher to compose an information unit by assembling independent elements (e.g. a picture in 
gifformat, an article in html and a Java applet). It is important to mention that the actual article 
composer can be any html editor. Thus, this tool is not mandatory in the system. However, it can 
be used as a helper application generating the corresponding html file prior to packaging it. It 
can also be used as a specialized article browserallhough this task can be handled by installing 
the HyperNews consumer environment on the information provider's site. We can also antici-
pate the use of other helper applications such as external translators for example. The informa-
tion unit maker or packager allows the publisher to classify the information to publish by /C1g-
ging it wiih the corresponding classification signature and other information such as pricing in-
formation, authorization scheme, expiry date and any policy dependent infomiation relevant to 
the published information. Moreover, this tool provides data encryption and key management 
according to the proposed distribution scheme. It represents the article agent wrapper and pack-
ager of the article to publish. 

The information hyper/inker tool this tool offers the possibility of hyperlinking published 
information. We anticipate two types of links for the moment from the point of view of the in-
formation provider. The first type, the historic Jryperli11k, concerns the evolution of the infonna-
tion (e.g. previous or next in the sequence of articles, first or initial article, etc.). This type of link 
is of prime importance for access to the historical evolution of an information. The second type, 
the semantic hyper/ink, will be used to establish either intra or extra information source links to 
related material, for details, encyclopedic information, museums, digital libraries, archives etc. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented the architecture of the Hyper News electronic newspaper system 
based on agents. We have adopted a layered approach in order to provide a clear separation be-
tween the different layers of the system. Namely, the agent infrastructure, the core environment 
enabling the safe and secure distribution and exchange of electronic documents and finally the 
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specific HyperNews application components and tools. We have then discussed separately each 
layer and the interfaces between them. Moreover, the proposed architecture is a contribution in 
the direction of publisher independent, commercially viable electronic publishing whilt! leaving 
enough freedom for customized publisher dependent policies. 

We plan to evaluate our system in a commercial environment. According to our schedule 
the installation of the HyperNews system at our industrial partner's site "L 'Hebdo" is planned 
for the end of 1997. Based on the results and the evaluation we will receive, we will draw a first 
set of conclusions and we will provide an updated version of the system. 

Upon completion of the HyperNews project, we plan to address the issue of hypermedia 
electronic publishing in a broader perspective. In addition to electronic newspapers and maga-
zines_ we consider digital libraries, electronic books and many other types of value added elec-
tronic publishing services as different classes of electronic publishing applications. These appli-
cation classes share similar requirements from the point of view ofan underlying electronic pub-
lishing infrastructure. Thus, we will define a framework for commercial hypennedia electronic 
publishing. 
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